
Omnistake



What happens when I rent shares?
When you rent shares, your BNB is locked in the OmniStake smart contract and rewards 
you with a daily income of 9% on the average. Sometimes your reward can be higher or 

lower but it's 9% on the average. Keep in mind that if you are renting shares and you 
already have a BNB reward, then your reward will be automatically reinvested.
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Can I t ake my init ial BNB back?
Over time! Shares need some time to print Bucks. Every day your shares will print 

the amount of bucks wich would be the 9% of your initial funds.



How much are my fees?
There is a small 12% deposit dev fee (only deposit) and 

withdraw 0% dev fee, in order to pay for marketing costs and 
developing the BNB Printer ecosystem.
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When is the best time to 
rent shares?

Always! No matter when you rent shares, you will begin with a return rate of 9% daily.
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We recommend that you compound at least once per
day but you are free to do so as often as you wish.

How often shouLd I reinvest 
(compound)?
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How is OmniStake sustainabLe?

OmniStake is sustained by continued community support, just as every other crypto coin, token 
or project. The difference is that since there is no token, there is no price to dump. As long as 

BNB is in the contract, there will be rewards!
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How do referraLs work?
Once your BSC wallet is connected to the OmniStake website, you 
will notice your referral address appear at the bottom of the page. 
Whenanew user buys shares after clickingyour personal referral  

link, the contract will send a BNB value equal to 7% instantly to your 
wallet. When user reinvest, you also get a 7%reward. Be smart, use 

it to buyShares andbuild yourself a stream of passive income.
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When OmniStake Launch?
We launched

24.08.2022 15:00 UTC
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